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Search Engine Optimisation 
should form a key consideration 
of any digital strategy,
day-to-day development 
decision or re-platforming 
project. 

The below guide is the very basics of SEO with  
Adobe Commerce, nothing complex or too technical, 
focussed around out of the box solutions and  
suggested extensions.
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Why Adobe Commerce  
is really strong for SEO

Historically, Magento had a fairly poor native/out-of-
the-box setup for SEO. However, nowadays, Adobe 
Commerce’s native setup is strong and allows for most 
of the core concerns around technical SEO. There’s 
still areas that need to be considered and there’s still 
risk from agencies and in-house teams that have built 
their own (unoptimised) themes, but you have a better 
starting point that can easily be built upon.

My experience of working with really skilled 
technical SEOs has been that they actually 
really like Adobe Commerce because they’re 
able to access server logs, test new approaches 
around crawlability practices, etc. and generally 
architect the site as they want or need. 
 
Ultimately, SEO shouldn’t be a primary reason 
for choosing a platform, but knowing that 
there’s less risk here is great for peace of 
mind and means, if managed properly, there’s 
less need for contingency budget for paid 
advertising and less risk of a significant dip in 

non-branded organic visibility.

The real benefit Adobe Commerce gives you 
around SEO though is how flexible it is, due to 
the open nature of the platform. I’ve seen big 
retailers really benefit from being able to fully 
control what’s crawlable and indexable and 
being able to create their own custom logic and 
modules to give SEO teams full admin control. 
You’re essentially in control of how things work 
from an SEO perspective and you’re able to 
architect solutions based on your catalog and 
business goals.
 
Realistically, Adobe Commerce is probably one 
of, if not the strongest platform for SEO - purely 
because it’s now good out of the box and you 
have that freedom to enhance. Platforms 
like Salesforce Commerce Cloud and SAP CX 
need a lot more optimisation out of the box 
and platforms like Shopify Plus have more 
restrictions around what can be achieved 
(although have a fairly good out of the box 
setup). The other big benefit over platforms like 
Shopify Plus and BigCommerce is that you have 
complete control over international sites, which 
can mean you don’t have to migrate domains 
for sub-folder based sites and you can also adapt 
over time.

Paul Rogers   
Vervaunt
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Why is SEO so 
important?

33%

49%

51%

CTR of

31%

of all sessions are from organic search traffic,  
on average

of shoppers say they use Google to discover and 
find products (Think with Google Research)

of people surveyed said SEO was a top acquisition 
channel (according to Yotpo)

the number one result in Google has  
a click-through rate of 31% and the first spot  
is 10x more likely to be clicked than the tenth
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• It comes packed with features that can be configured to help your 
e-commerce site grow and grow

• Where it lacks a native feature, the open-source nature of Adobe 
Commerce means that high-quality extensions are available for 
solution partners to enhance with relative ease

• Adobe Commerce isn’t locked down, which means that it allows for 
custom back-end development. Pretty much any work needed to 
achieve your optimisation goal can be done

• This above is even more important when search engine algorithms 
change/update. A product like Adobe Commerce allows you to flex 
with the changes and innovate

• You can monitor bots and how they interact with the site - you’re 
not locked out like some SaaS solutions. Server logs and tools like 
New Relic can give you insight into how the site is performing and 
how it is being crawled

• Want a custom data layer and analytics integration to know what’s 
working? Data layers can be created, tag management solutions 
integrated and tools such as Google Analytics or Adobe Analytics 
work with ease

• It has internationality in mind in its architecture and the 
development agencies and module providers are well experienced 
in international e-commerce

The beauty of Adobe Commerce is that:

In a nutshell, why is Adobe Commerce 
well positioned for SEO?

07

Please note: When you are considering custom development or a 

module for an SEO enhancement keep performance, scalability and 

technical debt in mind. Just because you can doesn’t always mean 

you should! Adobe Commerce is an excellent platform for SEO but 

poorly executed SEO projects can have a negative impact or simply 

no positive impact.
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SEO-Friendly 
Content 
Management
According to Search Engine Journal, content and  
SEO “form a bond that can catapult any website to  
the top of search engine rankings” and reading through 
Moz.com (or pretty much any site tackling SEO!) content, 
content length and content quality are listed as an 
important on-page ranking factor.
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Content Management System

How is content managed with Adobe 
Commerce?
 
Adobe Commerce comes with a powerful  
out of the box solution called Page Builder. 
This drag and drop content management 
system provides the following features for 
creating quality content quickly and in an  
SEO-friendly manner: 

• Insertable Headings (H1, H2, H3s etc.)

• Structured content via blocks, banners, 
dividers and HTML

• Crawlable content and HTML buttons

• Blocks, CMS Pages and Widgets to  
easily insert content into pages,  
products and listing pages

• Meta Titles and Meta Descriptions

• Alt text for images 

What about blogs and FAQs?

Although Adobe Commerce doesn’t come out 
of the box with a blog or FAQ management 
solution both of these can be included using 
extensions or third party solutions.

• Blog

• FAQ’s
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User-Generated Content
What is User-Generated Content 
(UGC)?
 
In its simplest form, user-generated content is 
any content, in any medium, generated by a 
brand’s users but not produced by  
a brand itself.  

Why is UGC good for SEO?

An excellent explanation can be found on 
Search Engine Land in the article “User-
generated content for SEO: The cost-benefit 
analysis you need”.

The short of it is that user-generated content 

helps with SEO by:

• Context: Getting more content onto the 
page gives search engine crawlers far 
more context to the page’s purpose and 
across a much broader spectrum of terms 
you wouldn’t necessarily normally write 
into your product or page copy. 

• Image Search: 25% of all searches in 
Google are done with image searches. 
Allowing users to upload images can help 
increase the chances of your products and 
content being found in image searches. 

• Reviews: Search Engines employ 
thousands of manual reviewers and 
“Customer reviews can be helpful for 
assessing the reputation of a store or 

business”.

How can you leverage UGC out of the 
box with Adobe Commerce? 
 
Out of the box Adobe Commerce comes with 
an easily configurable Product Reviews tool 
that enables any Adobe Commerce store to 
collect product reviews from users with a 
summary section, review section and definable 
star ratings. This allows for the creation of quite 
detailed and SEO-friendly, user-generated 
content.

• “For Google to connect the dots between 
your UGC and your business, you will 
need to have your reviews displayed 
on your own store. A platform like 
Yotpo makes this simple by creating 
a dedicated SEO page with all your 
product and site reviews that Google can 
easily crawl through. Also, Yotpo’s official 
partnership with Google allows you to 
incorporate Rich Snippets so that Google 
shows product reviews directly next to 
your organic search results. 
 

• Whatever reviews provider you choose, 
make sure it has an official integration 
with Google Shopping (many don’t!) 
so that your reviews show up in those 
product listings as well. Our research 
shows that it can improve click-through 
rates by up to 17%!”  
  
Ellys Childs  
UK Partner Manager 
Yotpo

1
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URL 
Management
Adobe Commerce allows full control over how URLs  
are managed, whether it is the domain, redirecting  
a URL or simply setting the URL path itself. URLs can  
be well optimised and 404s from pages no longer 
required can be prevented.
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Redirect Management
What are 301 redirects? 

A 301 redirect is a type of webpage redirection 
that gives a 301 HTTP response status code to 
signify the page has moved permanently. This 
code tells the browser that one webpage has 
moved location from one URL to another, and 
will not be returning. 

What other redirect status codes  
are there?

Two other types of status codes/redirects can 
be used to signify a temporary redirection; the 
302 Found or 307 Temporary. These can be 
used when the URL of a resource is changed for 
a temporary period of time such as a holding 
page during a phased website update, to 
critical messaging meant to be temporary or 
a competition page live for a short time. If it is 
genuinely temporary or for a short period it is 
advisable to use a 302 redirect, rather than a 307. 
However, if it is not temporary then use a 301 
redirect to ensure link equity is passed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How do 301 redirects affect SEO?

Serving a 301 redirect doesn’t just tell the 
browser, but also search engines, that the page 
has moved permanently. Search engines will 
carry any link equity from the original page to 
the new URL, subsequently removing the old 
page from its index and hopefully ranking the 
new URL in a similar position.

Discovering the 301 when first moving a page 
from one URL to another, and crediting the new 
page with the rankings and weighting of the 
original can take some time for search engines 
to execute. Because of this, transferring content 
becomes more complex when an entire site 
changes its domain or when content moves 
from one domain to another, as the delay can 
upset established page rankings.
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• Application - Manual: Redirects can be done one to one 
within the Adobe Commerce application under ‘Admin 
sidebar > Marketing > Search & SEO > URL Rewrites’ for 
products, categories, CMS pages and custom URL to URL. 
 
  

• Application - Automated: Adobe Commerce will 
automatically create 301 redirects, for example, if you change 
a category or product URL, a 301 redirect will be written by 
default (the settings of which can be found in Search Engine 
Friendly URLs section and the configuration).  
 

• Server-side: Depending on the server set-up you may have 
access to either the .htaccess file or NGINX, where you can 
add redirects in bulk or create rules to match URLs by pattern.  
 

• At the Edge: If you are running Adobe Commerce Cloud 
and therefore using Fastly CDN you can use a VCL snippet to 
have your redirects run in the cloud before a user even hits 
the server, speeding up the TTFB. VCL snippets are flexible 
enough when written to allow for single redirects, uploading 
rules en masse and creating redirect rules based on URL 
patterns.

1

2

3

4

How does Adobe Commerce handle 301 redirects?

Redirect management is flexible and scalable with Adobe Commerce, 
allowing you to do simple single redirects, as well as in bulk rules to 
minimise the manual workload. These can be split into four categories:
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Search Engine Friendly URLs
What is a search engine friendly URL? 
Why use them?
 
SEO-friendly URLs are often short, descriptive, 
and keyword-rich, designed to meet both the 
needs of the user and search engines. The 
Google SEO starter guide dedicates an entire 
section to URLs for a very good reason; search 
engines use URLs to understand the context of 
the content on the page.

SEO-friendly URLs should contain a keyword 
that you want your page to rank for, and 
preferably, that page’s target keyword. This 
helps convey to search engines that this page 
is about a certain topic, helping identify the 
context of that page’s content.

SEO-friendly URLs should:

• Use URLs with words that are relevant 
to your site’s content and structure 

• Be concise with keyword selection

• Avoid excessive keyword stuffing

• Avoid using lengthy URLs with 
unnecessary parameters and session 
IDs

• Avoid choosing generic page  
names like blog-page1.html or /
category/widget/

How can you set SEO-friendly URLs in 
Adobe Commerce? 

 
There are a number of different tools  
for configuring SEO-friendly URLs: 

• URL Key: Products, CMS pages and 
categories all allow for the URL key to 
be amended at store view level. This 
means not only can you make the 
URL optimised, it can be optimised 
internationally.   

• HTML Suffix: This may not be a key SEO 
consideration but Adobe Commerce 
does allow for the addition of product 
and category suffixes to be added, such 
as “.html”. This can be useful when 
migrating from another platform that 
contains a suffix.  

• Web Server Rewrites: Go to Admin 
sidebar > Stores > Settings > 
Configuration. In the left panel under 
General, choose Web > Search Engine 
Optimization. Here you can set Use 
Web Server Rewrites to: Yes. This is 
the default and removes the file name 
index.php from appearing in the URL. 

• Categories Path for Product URLs: 
Product URLs can be set to include or 
not include the category path at Stores 
> Configuration > Catalog > Search 
Engine Optimization.  
When set to “Yes” make sure  
to also set “Use Canonical Link  
Meta Tag” to Yes.
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HTML Tags, 
Schema and 
Structured Data
Meta, schema and structured data are  
all mechanisms to give search engines 
extra information about a page that isn’t  
necessarily visible to a user visiting a web  
page. They make it easier for search engines  
to understand the content without interrupting  
user experience.
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Titles and Meta Descriptions

Are titles and meta descriptions 
important for SEO? 

According to Moz, title tags are still considered 
a major factor in helping search engines 
understand what a page is about. Meta 
Descriptions on the other hand are not directly 
used in Google’s ranking algorithms. It is argued 
however that CTR from search is a ranking 
factor and therefore Meta Descriptions are 
important for SEO (Dan Taylor has an interesting 
summary):

Page titles should generally be limited to ~65 
characters (the actual limit is based on pixel 
width) to ensure they are not cut
off in the SERPs.

The meta description box allows up to 250 
characters to be entered, however, this should 
ideally be limited to ~160 characters based on 
the average length that tends to be shown in 

the search results.

How are Page Titles and Meta 
Descriptions handled in Adobe 
Commerce?

Page titles and meta descriptions can be 
changed and optimised with ease. For products, 
categories, and CMS pages, they can be altered 
via the Search Engine Optimisation options:

Catalog > (Categories or Products) > Select page 
of choice > Edit > Search Engine Optimisation

There are extensions available that can create 
meta templates for particular page types across 
the site - one such example is Amasty. This can 
save huge amounts of time on large ecommerce 
sites with thousands of products.
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Rich Snippets, Structured Data 
& Schema

What is the difference between Rich 
Snippets, Structured Data & Schema?

Schema is a collaborative and agreed upon 
way of marking up information within code 
so that there is a uniform approach. Schema 
gives search engines and crawlers the ability 
to understand information on the page inline. 
For example, if you list review or pricing on the 
page the review stars or pricing would contain 
schema mark-up.

Structured data is information in code on 
the page that gives search engines existing 
or additional information in a more easily 
digestible and efficient format, or specific to its 
purpose - for example, product schema, twitter 
cards or rich snippets. This would, for example, 
be in JSON format, bundled together and not be 
inline.

Rich snippets are not actually on your website. 
Rich snippets are what search engines show in 
their results, using your schema and structured 

data. This could be things like review stars.

What Rich Snippets and Structured 
Data are good for e-commerce SEO?

The following should be considered for 
any e-commerce website:

• Product mark-up - name, stock, 
availability, price etc.

• Reviews - reviews, rating, aggregate 
rating etc.

• Organization - business name, address, 
social links etc.

• Breadcrumb / Navigation Path

• Site link Search Box

This is just a small subsection of possible 
mark-up and sites may also benefit from 
FAQs, Recipes, etc. SEMRush provides a simple 
beginners guide to understanding schema and 
structured data.
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How does Adobe Commerce handle these?

Most rich snippets require structured data to be implemented on your 
Adobe Commerce site to be taken advantage of. Adobe Commerce does 
offer Product schema by default, an upgrade from its younger brother 
Magento, which can help to achieve some associated product information 
in the search results.

Adobe Commerce natively would include:

• itemtype=”http://schema.org/Product”

• itemtype=”http://schema.org/AggregateRating”

• itemtype=”http://schema.org/Offer” 

However, to get the most benefit from structured data and have the 
flexibility to add additional schema markup, your best bet is to download 
an extension such as Mageworx that will enable you to add this in Google’s 
favoured JSON format.

How can Adobe Commerce be extended to support 
Structured Data?

Adobe Commerce’s ability to be developed upon and extended will of 
course allow for custom development to meet your exact requirements. 

However, if you’re looking product, breadcrumb and business/
website schema the following are a good starting point:

• Extended Rich Snippets by Mageworx

• Google Rich Snippets by Amasty

• Google Rich Snippets by Wyomind
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Alt Text
What is Alt Text?

Alt Text (alt tags) are an HTML attribute applied 
to image HTML to provide a text alternative for 
search engine robots and accessibility devices 
such as screen readers. Alt tags provide text 
which can be read by bots and crawlers, helping 
describe the image and its contents. 

Example: <img src=”alttextexplanation.jpg” 
alt=”Alt Text Example”> 

Why is Alt Text important for SEO?

Firstly, alt tags should always be considered 
for accessibility compliance not just for SEO. 
A simple scan done for accessibility issues will 
highlight a lack of Alt Text as a problem because 
it prevents visually impaired users from being 
able to use or contextualise the image. It should 
be an added bonus that it provides an SEO 
benefit.  

For SEO it provides the following benefits:

• According to Hubspot 38% of Google 
Serps show images. Optimising the 
images themselves to rank in search 
engines is a source of Organic Traffic 
often forgotten about.

• Contextualising images can help give 
further relevance to the page they are 
added to, increasing the chances of the 
page ranking for related terms.

How does Adobe Commerce handle  
Alt Text? 

Adobe Commerce provides the ability to add 
Alt Text to product, category and CMS images. 
Adobe Commerce will automatically add 
the product name to images if no Alt Text is 
present but will leave Media for CMS blank until 
populated.

• Product: Navigate to a product (Admin 
> Catalog > Manage Product), choose a 
product, scroll to ‘Images and Videos’. 
Enter your Alt Text into the ‘Alt Text’ 
box.

• Media (Page Builder): When inserting 
an image using Page Builder, insert the 
image block, click the cog symbol to 
the right of “Image”, scroll down to the 
‘Search Engine Optimization’ section 
and enter your Alt Text into the ‘Alt Text’ 
box.

• Media (Insert Image): If inserting an 
image or HTML directly into a block you 
can simply add the “alt” like any other 
HTML element.

There are also extensions available in the 
Adobe Commerce Marketplace that allow the 
autogeneration of SEO optimised alt text, these 
can be found here. In general however, Adobe 
Commerce should be natively sufficient and Alt 
Text automation is potentially the opposite of 
applying useful contextual information.
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Crawlability
Crawlability and indexability of a website is all about how  
easily and efficiently a search engine robot can visit every  
page on your website and understand what it should do with 
the information it has collected. If a search engine robot cannot 
crawl your site, easily find pages or be given clear signals on 
what to do, it may impact your rankings.
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What are canonical tags?
 
A rel=canonical tag is a piece of HTML in the head of the code that tells 
search engines that the page you are on or another page is the master/
preferred copy of a page. This is particularly useful on e-commerce 
sites where multiple product pages and options are often present, 
displaying the same content with minor differences.  
 
 

For example:

• Page A = <link rel=”canonical” href=”https://www.example.
com/page-a/” />

• Page A Copy = <link rel=”canonical” href=”https://www.
example.com/page-a/” />

The canonical is an important SEO consideration because it helps 
reduce issues caused by duplicate/identical content. 

Can Adobe Commerce handle canonical tags?

Natively Adobe Commerce supports automated canonical tags  
on category and product pages. These will automatically use the 
domain and URL Key for the category or product as the preferred 
canonical URL.

To enable these settings:

• Category canonicals - Admin Sidebar  > Stores > Settings > 
Configuration > Catalog > Catalog> Engine Optimization >  
Use Canonical Link Meta Tag for Categories = Yes

• Product canonicals - Admin Sidebar  > Stores > Settings > 
Configuration > Catalog > Catalog> Engine Optimization > 
Use Canonical Link Meta Tag for Products = Yes

Canonicalisation
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What about CMS pages?

Adobe Commerce does support a feature called ‘Custom Layout Update’ 
which allows for a developer, or someone with access, to create an XML file 
that can edit the layout of the page - including additional information in 
the head such as a canonical. The XML file then becomes available for an 

admin user within a CMS page within ‘Custom Layout Update’. 

How can you manually set canonicals?

Canonicals cannot be applied via the backend of Adobe Commerce on  
an individual level by default. However, specific canonicals applied on  
an individual URL basis can be controlled using extensions, such  
as Mageworx’s SEO Suite Ultimate. 

If all of the features of a module are not required then custom 
development could be considered to add an additional field within  
a CMS page, category or product to set a custom canonical.
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What are Robots Meta Tags?
 
Robots Meta Tags are pieces of information 
provided within either the head of the code in 
meta tags or via HTTP headers in x-robots-tags. 
This information provides search engines with 
instructions on how to crawl the page they are 
accessing and whether or not they are allowed 
to add it to their index. When used they would 
be formed from a combination of an index/
noindex instruction and a follow/nofollow 
instruction.

The most commonly used instructions 
would be:

• INDEX - Informs the search engine that 
it is allowed to index the page.

• NOINDEX - Informs the Search Engine 
not to index the page.

• FOLLOW - Whether indexed or not the 
search engine can crawl any linked 
page within this page.

• NOFOLLOW - Informs the search 
engine not to crawl any link within  
the page. 

 

Can Meta Robots Tags be set within 
Adobe Commerce?

If you want to implement meta robots noindex & 
nofollow directives, they must be added via the 
<head> section of a page’s HTML. This can be 
done using two methods within Admin Sidebar 
> Content > Design > Configuration > Search 
Engine Robots:
 

Robots Meta Tag
• Robots.txt: Here you can define the 

robots.txt, defining what can and can’t 
be crawled.

• Default Robots: A sitewide robots meta 
tag can be set with all combinations 
of INDEX, FOLLOW, NOINDEX and 
NOFOLLOW. 

Unfortunately, It’s not natively possible to apply 
specific meta noindex or nofollow rules at a 
page level via the standard backend controls 
without custom development or a module. 
Furthermore, although Adobe Commerce allows 
you to implement noindex directives within the 
robots.txt file, these are no longer recognised by 

Google.
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Can x-robots-tag be set?

Yes. The x-robots-tag is not held within the 
Adobe Commerce application as it is server-side 
for each HTTP response. As Adobe Commerce is 
a PaaS solution this means your development 
agency should have access to control this. If on 
Adobe Commerce Cloud, this can be set within 
the cloud configuration.

How can nofollow or noindex be set at 
page level?

Setting a nofollow or noindex could be done 
using native features by having a developer 
create custom XMLs to be used in ‘Custom 
Layout Update’. Within a page an admin user 
could then select the relevant layout update for 
the combination of meta tags. Note, this gets 
infinitely more complicated if multiple layouts 
updates are needed (i.e. canonical tags).

The quickest way to manage noindex, nofollow 
controls for specific pages, or groups of pages 
in Adobe Commerce is via a custom module or 
pre-built extension. 
  

For example:

• FME noindex nofollow

• Mageworx SEO Suite Ultimate

 
 
 
 

Robots.txt

What is a Robots.txt file?

The robots.txt file is what tells search  
engine bots and crawlers which pages, folders, 
parameters and files can or can’t be crawled 
and indexed (and at what speed). This file is 
accessed by the bot upon entering the website 
to determine what it is allowed to do.

To learn more about how a robots.txt file should 
be formatted you can find out more at moz.com. 

How do you set a robots.txt file in 
Magento Commerce?

To set the robots.txt contents within Magento 
use the admin sidebar and go to Content > 
Design > Configuration. From here you can set 
the default robots instructions in the head of the 
HTML (index, follow, noindex, nofollow etc.) and 
the instructions you wish to give to bots.
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What is an XML sitemap?

An XML sitemap is a file that can list all pages 
and images on your website. Along with 
when they were last updated and how often 
they should be crawled. Google has excellent 
documentation to learn about sitemaps.

Why have an XML sitemap?

Sitemaps exist to help search engines crawl 
your website more efficiently and effectively. 
Although it is possible to rely on the internal 
linking structure of your site (and external links) 
for your pages to be crawled, the sitemap helps 
to give search engines full visibility of all your 
pages.

An XML sitemap is essential for:

• Websites with many pages and images 
as internal linking can be harder to 
achieve in balance with UX.

• New websites with few external links. 
Fewer links can equal a lower chance of 
pages being found.

• A large number of isolated or archived 
pages, such as blog content, where 
they don’t easily reference each other 
or are not referenced by the main 
e-commerce site.

How do you create an XML sitemap in 
Adobe Commerce?

Adobe Commerce has native features for 
creating and configuring sitemaps:

• Creating: Marketing > SEO & Search > 
Site Map

• Configuring: Stores > Settings > 
Configuration > Catalog > XML Sitemap

With a Adobe Commerce XML sitemap you 
are able to:

• Set the filename and path

• Add a frequency per page type (not per 
page)

• Include the priority per page type (not 
per page)

• Choose whether to include product 
images in the sitemap or not

• Select if the sitemap should be 
included in the Robots.txt (which you 
could also do manually)

• Set the generation settings such as 
frequency and start time

• Configure error reporting - who should 
be emailed, who should it come from, 
and the template of that email

What about the ability to include and 
exclude specific URLs?

Adobe Commerce XML sitemaps have a wide 
variety of features but they don’t cover every 
possible requirement. If you need more granular 
control of your sitemap and wish to control 
exactly what products and pages can or can’t 
appear then extensions such as these cover 
those requirements:

• ‘Magento 2 Google XML Sitemap’ by 
WeltPixel

• ‘XML Google® Sitemap for Magento 2’ 
by Amasty.

• ‘Magento 2 XML, HTML Sitemap 
Extension’ by MagePlaza

XML Sitemaps
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https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/156184
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What is an HTML Sitemap?
 
Different from an XML sitemap, an HTML sitemap is a user-friendly 
page or set of pages designed to display the hierarchy of the website, 
with links to every page. An HTML sitemap is designed to give bots an 
understanding of a site’s structure and give both users and bots easy 

access to all URLs.   

Are HTML Sitemaps still useful for SEO?

This depends who you listen to. John Mueller in 2019 stated on Reddit 
that HTML sitemaps aren’t needed for small sites and wouldn’t be useful 
for large sites. Furthermore, if a user is using one it actually shows your 
site navigation and structure isn’t up to scratch. 

However, if you read through the comments and have recently received 
a technical SEO audit you may find it is still being recommended on a 
case by case basis, just with a lower priority.

Can you create an HTML sitemap in Adobe Commerce? 

To add an HTML sitemap to Adobe Commerce you’d need to install 
an extension. Here are some potential options that would allow you 
to generated a Adobe Commerce HTML sitemap and have advanced 
features such as controlling what pages can be included, the orders of 
the URLs, the ability to split sitemaps by storeviews and include custom 
links, etc:

• Amasty HTML Sitemap

• MagePlaza Magento 2 XML, HTML Sitemap Extension

• BSSCommerce Magento 2 Dynamic HTML Sitemap

• MageWorx Sitemap Suite Extension for Magento 2

HTML Sitemap
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https://www.reddit.com/r/bigseo/comments/dbqcmh/still_worth_making_html_sitemaps/
https://amasty.com/html-sitemap-for-magento-2.html
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Why can filters be an SEO issue when they are
a positive feature?
 
A common issue on e-commerce platforms is the creation of thousands of 
duplicate, crawlable, pages due to filters that apply parameters on URLs. 
This is often caused by or exacerbated by the inclusion of extensions that 
improve user experience with faceted navigation. Whilst filters are great 
for user experience, they should be managed correctly for SEO. 

Leaving filters unmanaged can result in mass-duplication of pages, and 
increase the size of Adobe Commerce websites significantly, leaving 
search engines to crawl low quality, unoptimised filter pages en masse 
which can hugely impact SEO. Ensuring internal links via filters are 

managed is therefore a key area of focus on Adobe Commerce.

   

How can this be managed?

      
     Depending upon your setup, a variety of fixes for this are possible: 

• Blocking filter parameters in robots.txt

• Simple custom development can be done to include nofollow 
attributes on filter links.

• Ensuring only certain filters are crawlable, or filter URLs only 
generate in a particular order to prevent duplication. If indexing 
filters in Adobe Commerce, these pages should also have a 
bespoke h1 and page title. A module provided by Amasty for 
Layered Navigation has the ability to create SEO friendly facets 
like this if well managed. 

Filter Management
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https://docs.magento.com/user-guide/marketing/search-engine-robots.html
https://amasty.com/docs/doku.php?id=magento_2:improved_layered_navigation


What are breadcrumbs?
 
Breadcrumbs are a set of text links detailing the current location of the 
user within a website, relative to either the journey taken by the user or its 
position within a website hierarchy. They are usually located at the top of a 
web page and clickable. For example: 
 
Home > Example Page > Example Sub Page 

Are breadcrumbs only for UX?

No, breadcrumbs also help a website understand a website’s structure, 
improve internal linking which improves crawlability and with mark-up 
can also appear in search results. As mentioned in the article ‘What Are 
Breadcrumbs & Why Do They Matter for SEO?’ in Search Engine Journal, 
Google has said “they use breadcrumbs to categorize and contextualize 
content”.

How does Adobe Commerce handle breadcrumbs?

Breadcrumbs are automatically enabled by default and can be inserted 
into any custom theme. With Adobe Commerce the breadcrumbs are 
history based on product pages and hierarchy based on category pages 
and CMS pages.

History based may sound useful but sometimes excludes category links 
that may have been useful for a user. History based breadcrumbs have the 
additional drawback of giving mixed signals to search engines about the 
vertical structure of the site when crawled (although Google has stated 
that they can manage multiple breadcrumb paths). Static breadcrumbs 
give a clearer representation of the site, as they do not change depending 
upon user behaviour. However, they arguably are not always as useful for 
customers.

 
     How can improvements be made?

• At The Pixel we have created custom solutions that allow an SEO 
agency or Merchandiser to choose which category path to set as 
a product breadcrumb against a SKU.

• Extensions, such as the one by MageWorx, can ensure that the 
longest path is used, containing links to all subcategories.

Breadcrumbs
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https://developers.google.com/search/docs/advanced/structured-data/breadcrumb
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/breadcrumbs-seo/255007/
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-dynamic-breadcrumb-trails-23926.html
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Site Speed
Since 2010 speed has been a ranking factor in Google’s algorithm. 
It was given higher weight in 2017 and now with Core Web Vitals 
(CWV) in 2021 it is becoming even more important. Combining 
that with the fact a “ one-second delay can impact conversion 
rates by up to 20%” and a “0.1-second improvement of mobile site 
speed increases conversion rate by 8.4% for retail sites” (Think With 
Google), it’s as important as ever to focus on website performance.

“I would say nowadays  

the bigger challenges around 

SEO for Magento would be 

performance, but this can be 

well managed if you’re working 

with a good partner and if you 

build a strong performance 

culture between internal teams 

and your development  

provider / team.” 

Paul Rogers   

Vervaunt
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Content Delivery Network (CDN)
What is a CDN?
 
A Content Delivery Network or Content 
Distribution Network caches content, such as 
HTML, CSS, JavaScript files and images, at the 
network edge using geographically distributed 
servers to improve the performance of a website 
and reduce hosting bandwidth.

Find out more from Fastly here. 

What is the SEO benefit of a CDN?

The main benefit of a CDN for SEO revolves 
around an improvement to the speed 
performance and security of a site. Google has 
made it clear that site speed and page speed 
are a key ranking factor and that the security of 
a site also makes a difference.
 

A CDN helps here by:

• Delivering content faster than  
a connection directly to an origin server

• Image compression services that reduce 
image load time and serve images in 
modern formats

• Allowing a site to quickly scale and deal 
with high traffic, minimizing downtime 
and slower performance

• Acting like a bubble around an origin 
server by in most cases providing a WAF 
on the edge network 

 

Does Adobe Commerce come with  
a CDN?
 
Adobe Commerce (Cloud) comes with Fastly “to 
provide fast caching capabilities and a Content 
Delivery Network (CDN) for static assets”. The 
combination of Adobe Commerce Cloud and 
Fastly CDN / Fastly IO / Fastly WAF provides the 
above SEO benefits. 

What options are there for self-hosted 
Adobe Commerce sites? 

The cloud offering by Adobe is an excellent 
choice for hosting a Adobe Commerce powered 
website. However, if you choose to self-host then 
this doesn’t preclude you from using other CDN 
services with a Adobe Commerce application. 

The following are potential options:

• Cloudflare

• Akamai

• Sucuri

FireBear does a rundown of “The Best CDN 
Services And Extensions For Magento” that is 
worth a read.
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https://www.fastly.com/blog/why-you-should-use-content-delivery-network
https://devdocs.magento.com/cloud/bk-cloud.html
https://devdocs.magento.com/cloud/cdn/configure-fastly.html
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https://sucuri.net/
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Lazy Loading Images
What is lazy loading?
 
Lazy loading images is the technique of 
deferring the load of ‘offscreen’ images on 
pageview until, or just before, they are needed. 
You can find out more here.

Why lazy load images?

Images can add a significant portion of data 
to be downloaded as part of the payload when 
accessing a webpage. Slow loading pages 
are not only frustrating for users and bad for 
conversion rates but also a ranking factor for 
search engines. By delaying the load of  
off-screen images the initial page speed  
can be quicker and therefore more likely  
to be user and bot friendly.

How do you lazy load images in  
Adobe Commerce?
 
Adobe Commerce has image optimisations 
natively, and even more options on Adobe 
Commerce Cloud with Fastly IO. One tool in its 
roster as of version 2.4 is Lazy Loading product 
images on product listing pages using browser 

based lazy loading with the tag loading=”lazy”.

Extensions are also available to extend 
functionality:

• Extensions such as ‘Lazy Load for 
Magento 2’ by Amasty are also available 
which are less conservative than native 
lazy loading and will ensure images in 
the first viewport are preloaded

• The Adobe Commerce documentation 
also guides you to an extension that can 
guide developers on how to lazy load 
images within Page Builder
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https://web.dev/lazy-loading/
https://amasty.com/lazy-load-for-magento-2.html
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CSS and JS Minification
Why minify files? 

CSS and JavaScript files can be unnecessarily bloated by formatting and 
spacing that isn’t needed for the file to be valid and used. The formatting 
and spacing needed to make the file readable increases the filesize. “The 
larger the CSS files are, the longer they will take to download, and the 
longer they will block the main-thread” (GTMetrix, Lighthouse: Minify 
CSS). By reducing file sizes, speed improvements can be made, positively 
impacting Core Web Vitals.

How can this be achieved in Adobe Commerce?

Adobe Commerce natively supports minification of CSS and JS files. Your 
development agency should be able to do the following:

For Example:

• Admin sidebar, go to Stores > Settings > Configuration >  
Advanced > Developer > CSS Settings > Minify CSS Files [Yes]

• Admin sidebar, go to Stores > Settings > Configuration >  
Advanced > Developer > JavaScript Settings >  
Minify JavaScript Files [Yes]
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https://docs.magento.com/user-guide/system/file-optimization.html


Next-gen Image Formats
What are next-gen image formats? And why are they  
important for SEO?

JPEG as a compression format was defined back in 1992. Compression 
capabilities have moved on and with images being disproportionately the 
largest asset weight on a page improving this compression will have a 
positive impact.

Newer formats such as WebP are available and supported across most 
major browsers. According to the Webp Compression Study “WebP gives 
additional 25%-34% compression gains compared to JPEG at equal or 
slightly better SSIM index”.

Httparchive.org shows the average total image size for a page on an Adobe 
Commerce site in 2020 was 1.6MB, with an average of 44 image requests. 

With WebP being used a sizeable saving can be made.

Can Adobe Commerce support and serve  
next-gen images?

Depending on your hosting provider and CDN you have several options to 
convert images to use newer compression algorithms: 

• Adobe Commerce Cloud: If your website is hosted on 
Adobe Commerce Cloud you can configure Fastly IO  
using the Fastly Module. 

• Another provider: If you are not hosting with Adobe Commerce 
Cloud then sensible options would be to use Cloudflare which 
allows you to enable polish.  If you do not have a CDN with next-
gen options then Amasty Speed Optimizer will perform these 
sections server-side.
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https://developers.google.com/speed/webp/docs/webp_study
https://httparchive.org/reports/state-of-images?lens=magento&start=2020_01_01&end=latest&view=list
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Efficiently Encoded Images
What are efficiently encoded images?

When an image is exported or created by photo manipulation and  
editing software it has the ability to have a level of compression set to 
reduce the filesize. Website owners and merchandisers do not always 
consider the impact of not compressing images, aiming for the highest 
quality possible. There is a balance to be found between image quality and 
image size when considering the SEO impact of slow site speeds caused 
by large download sizes.

Data collected by httparchive.org shows that Adobe Commerce sites  
on average could save over 100kb per page by using more efficiently 

encoded images.

Is Adobe Commerce able to optimise these images?

Ideally images should always be efficiently encoded, correctly sized and 
optimised for the web before they are uploaded to a web platform (if only 
just to reduce storage size). However, Adobe Commerce can help reduce 
the impact using the following techniques:

• If using Adobe Commerce Cloud you 
can configure Fastly IO to have WebP  
quality between 75 and 85

• Set an image import quality for products  
in the magento configuration

• Install Amasty Speed Optimizer to  
compress images on import
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https://httparchive.org/reports/state-of-images?lens=magento&start=2019_05_01&end=latest&view=list#optimizedImages
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Preconnect and Prefetch
What is the need for preconnect and prefetch?

Preconnect and DNS prefetch are resource hints that give a browser a 
suggestion that the mentioned resources should make a connection 
earlier than they would normally be requested because the resources will 
definitely be needed on the page. 

In short preconnect does the full round trip connection (DNS,  
TLS negotiation and TCP Handshake), whereas DNS prefetch  
just does the DNS part. Support for DNS prefetch is however  
wider than preconnect. 

By connecting to a resource early, whatever is being retrieved should 
download faster as it does not have to make the round trip connection at 
that point. Web.dev outlines that, suggesting that preconnect load times 
could be improved by 100-500ms.  

For Example:
 <head>

 <link rel=”preconnect” href=”https://example.com”>
 <link rel=”dns-prefetch” href=”https://exampledomain.com”>
 </head>

Is this easily achieved with Adobe Commerce?

If the resource is required on every page then this can quickly be achieved 
by inserting the rel=”preconnect” or el=”dns-prefetch” into the HEAD of the 
HTML via the admin console. 

To add this manually at a global, website or storeview level go to: Admin 
Sidebar > Content > Design > Configuration >  Scripts and Style Sheets.

Remember, however, that you should only preconnect to critical  
resources and connecting to too many resources will have a negative 
impact. Furthermore, resources that will not load within 10 seconds  
will be terminated - wasting time.
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https://stackoverflow.com/questions/47273743/preconnect-vs-dns-prefetch-resource-hints
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Preload
Why is preload different from preconnect and prefetch?

Preload is seen as a directive and not a resource hint. Rather than simply 
make a connection to a resource, it will look to load the resource sooner 
than the browser would normally expect to. Preloading resources, 
especially fonts and key JavaScript/CSS, helps improve Time to Interactive 
and First Contentful Paint, as well as reducing FOUT (Flash of Unstyled 
Text). 

Examples provided by web.dev:

  <link rel=”preload” as=”script” href=”critical.js”>
 <link rel=”preload” href=”ComicSans.woff2” as=”font”    

 type=”font/woff2” crossorigin>

Will Adobe Commerce preload critical resources? 

As every theme, website and set of integrations are different, Adobe 
Commerce does not preload requests without further development. This is 
so only what you consider to be critical is preloaded.

Other than relatively simple custom development there are  
also three other methods of achieving this: 

• If the resource loads on every page and is critical to every page  
this could be added via the admin console at Admin Sidebar > 
Content > Design > Configuration >  Scripts and Style Sheets. 
Similar to preconnect and prefetch. 

• To simplify the process for an admin user the following module 
can also be used: Resource Hint Magento 2. This module inserts 
a new configuration that allows you to build the resource hint by 
entering simple URL and resource hint type information. 

• Another option is Yireo Link Preload which can add the preload 
commands to the scripts and resources already referenced in the 

HTML head.
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https://web.dev/preload-critical-assets/
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International 
SEO
Adobe Commerce is one of the industry leading 
platforms for international e-commerce and international 
SEO. Its structure and flexibility allows for control over 
domain types, language, and hreflang tags, to help 
search engine robots understand what location and 
language are being targeted.
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Hreflang Tags
What is an hreflang tag? 

Hreflang is a piece of information that lets search engines know the 
regional and language variations of a URL. The purpose of this is so that 
search engines are aware of what countries and what languages you 
intend your information to be displayed for.

It also has the added benefit of reducing duplicate content where pages 
are exact replicas in the same language across international stores (i.e. US 
English and GB English). Getting this right will mean users will land on the 
best matched store and page for them.

Ahrefs have an excellent easy to understand guide on all things hreflang: 

‘Hreflang: The Easy Guide for Beginners’.

How does Adobe Commerce handle hreflang?

Adobe Commerce does not natively provide an hreflang feature set as the 
implementation can be done in various ways, and handled differently from 
site to site depending on the set-up.

Hreflang tags can be done in two ways, either by HTML in the head of the 
page or via a sitemap. Both of these methods can be catered for using 
an extension from the Adobe Commerce Marketplace or simple custom 
development.

For Example:

• Html - Alternate Hreflang Tags by Magmodules

• Sitemap - XML Google Sitemap by Amasty
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What is content language meta?
 
Meta Content-Language is an obsolete HTML meta element to define the 
document language. It is placed in the HEAD of the HTML and contains 
the language and location. 

Example: 
 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv=”content-language” content=”en-gb” /> 
</head>

Is it needed if it is obsolete?
 
Not every search engine robot and search engine uses hreflang tags. 
Despite it being an obsolete directive it is still supposedly  
used by Bing and Baidu to understand the language of the page. 

How can content-language be added in Adobe Commerce? 

Due to being obsolete Adobe Commerce does not automatically insert 
this information using any of the store configurations available. 

To add this manually at a global, website or storeview level go to:  

Admin Sidebar > Content > Design > Configuration >   
Scripts and Style Sheets
 
This will insert the “content-language” META before the  
HEAD closing tag.

Meta Content Language
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https://www.w3.org/TR/2011/WD-html-markup-20110113/meta.http-equiv.content-language.html


What types of domains does Adobe Commerce allow?
 
When using a PaaS platform like Adobe Commerce you have full control 
over the domain type you use (TLD, ccTLD etc) or whether you choose 
to use a subfolder or subdirectory to structure your international store. 
Although it is common to have control over the domain name it is not 
always possible in SaaS solutions to control the domain structure. 

The following give further detail for Adobe Commerce Cloud: https://
devdocs.magento.com/cloud/project/project-multi-sites.html

  

Why is this important for SEO?
 
Some, but not all SEOs would say that a subdomain is seen as a separate 
website by Google and therefore does not carry the same authority as the 
main domain, losing out on any shared benefit. Examples recently shared 
on Twitter (as reported by Increasingly) show positive impacts moving 
content from a subdomain to a subfolder.

A bit of light reading on the subject:

• Hubspot

• Search Engine Journal

• Increasily

Domain Names

thepixel.com/ebook/thebasicsofSEOforadobecommerce
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https://devdocs.magento.com/cloud/project/project-multi-sites.html
https://devdocs.magento.com/cloud/project/project-multi-sites.html
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Why are translations and localisation important for SEO?
 
In order to rank for terms relevant to a user you have to include those 
relevant terms in some shape or form, whether that’s a complete 
translation (e.g. red or rot) or a regional variation (e.g. lift or elevator).  
The language and terms used should be as relevant as possible to  
the target audience. 
 

How is this achieved in Adobe Commerce?
 
Translations in Adobe Commerce are well handled in comparison  
to some other platforms, both in terms of how they are managed and 
the flexibility. Translations for pages, blocks and products can be handled 
directly within the admin per store view or globally. Translations for 
sitewide furniture can be handled by translation dictionaries and theme 
strings to make translating sites more efficient.
 

Helpful tools:

• Language packs are available for Adobe Commerce to  
speed up translations of sitewide website furniture.

• There are also third party integrations (such as Straker  
Translations) to help with curation and implementation of high 
quality translations directly from your Adobe Commerce store. 

Documentation:

• Translations Overview

• Adding a Language

• Translation Dictionaries

• Product Translations

Translation and Localisation 
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Thank you!
thepixel.com

In partnership with

Since it was established in 2001, The Pixel has been dedicated to 
ecommerce. Offering the highest standard of Adobe Commerce  
solutions from a dedicated in-house team of certified specialists.


